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Introduction 

The Museum of Future Technology... 

 

…is a place of wonder where advanced technology from the future is sent back through 

time for safe keeping in the past. A place where those advanced technologies can draw 

their energy from the vacuum of outer space... 

 

A place that invites earplugs to sample its delights from all around the globe... 



 

Where those who have already partaken of those delights speak animatedly about it 

among themselves in public places... 

 

Where those who are departing the museum upon journeys home will look back and 

wonder if they will ever be quite so thrilled again... 



 

A place where visitors can experience, first-hand, those fabulous technologies - like 

splitting the floor asunder whilst levitating upon tea trays... 

 

...or watch images of themselves displayed upon huge wall screens... 



 

And a place where, for example, there is an exhibit that accurately represents the Alps 

millions of years in the future when those great rocky up-thrusts have been worn almost 

flat by nature's processes... 

 

...in which families can enjoy the chilly conditions without needing to climb any serious 

gradients... 



 

...and play with snowballs... 

 

...like Rudi, Yu-Wah, Valentine, and Wah-Hey are doing in this shot. Where young 

earplugs can fall in love... 



 

...whilst others come over all coy when chatted up by someone they're not sure about... 

 

And still others grow alarmed when they discover that a glitch in the climate control 

software... 

 

...has malfunctioned, and that in a split second's time, they are going to find 

themselves... 



 

...frozen to the spot. 

A place that comes under constant attack from all sorts of avaricious foes, and visitors 

must don atom-proof helmets... 

 

A place so vast even experienced visitors become hopelessly lost and fall into a 

metaphorical pit of despair... 

 

...or sample machines that can take mild-mannered office clerks such and Jimmy 

Plumbottom... 



 

...and transform him into the frighteningly huge Humungoid... 

 

...and then stick a silly hat on his big fat stupid head... 

 

The museum is a palace of remarkable visions - like these visitors arriving from an 

alternate dimension... 



 

...and strange night-terrors... 

 

...especially  in the darker places of the lower levels where earlier museums lay buried, 

and their long-dead inhabitants still walk those abandoned corridors... 

 



And, of course, the sub-strata upon which the original foundations were laid, where 

subterranean dwellers still live in permanent semi-darkness... 

 

But within those many corridors that link every facet of the museum, visitors and 

inhabitants alike... 

 

...need not worry themselves sick if they can't find where they want to go (or perhaps an 

emergency toilet) because they need only whistle, and a waiting Robot Guide... 

 



...will always be waiting keenly. So when the door to their cupboard opens... 

 

...they will hesitate for no more than a heartbeat, before they... 

 

...leap into action and... 

 

...ask, "Hey, Dude, could you use a little help?" 



To which the visitor might well reply, "Yes, my bottom is about to explode: would you 

kindly show me to the nearest public lavatory?" 

In which case the Robot Guide would... 

 

...not hesitate to race along with a smug smile of self-satisfaction upon its cybernetic 

face. 

Chapter One 

But not everything connected to the museum actually occurs inside its hallowed walls. 

No, because very far away from the building there is a volcanic region... 

 



And a bit further away from that stands the mountain citadel of Lemon Stone... 

 

And, as everyone knows, at the head of the gorge that leads to the entrance of Lemon 

Stone, a lonely watch tower stands, which, in recent times, has been manned by the 

former would-be dictator, Mister Zinc and his biological android girlfriend, Blue... 

 

Mister Zinc was, at that particular moment, trying to catch a few rays of evening 

sunshine through the sudden snow squall. Naturally he was cheesed-off in the extreme. 

"Blue," he said miserably, "I'm extremely cheesed-off: think of something to cheer me 

up." 

It took but a nanosecond for the android to respond: 

"Think about the former Father Superior, Frank Corset." She replied. "He gave 

everything away - to become an uplands pea farmer. But has it done him any good? No, 

his life is even worse than yours: it has turned to rat's poo." 

Mister Zinc thought back to the last video report he'd seen: it had included footage 

supplied by a remote camera that Frank knew nothing of. Fortunately, for all 

concerned, it had been programmed to avoid following him into the toilet. In the 



report that Zinc now recalled, Frank had been staring, glaze-eyed out of his farmhouse 

door at the mountain forest in the distance... 

 

Switching to his front door, Frank peered out... 

 

...at (what should have been) the first green shoots of his early harvest. But, like every 

day since he'd planted his crop, a sudden reduction in the ambient temperature... 

 



...stripped Frank of his body heat; and with it took his sentience. Moments later he'd... 

 

...stepped out into the mountain chill, and wondered why his peas weren't blooming. 

Unsurprisingly his incredibly idiotic neighbour was doing much the same thing... 

 

...and Frank wondered if he too could see... 

 



...the Boastful Beast of the Mountains, who’s heavy breathing would have made 

it famous around the globe, if it hadn't been for its amazing ability to... 

 

...break wind upon command. He also wondered if that same neighbour was troubled by 

visitations by the... 

 

...Bad-Tempered Pale Blue Snowplug of the Plateau. 

"Grrrr," it growled when Frank asked if there really was such a thing as a Bad-

Tempered Pale Blue Snowplug, "of course there isn't, you thick-headed ding-bat: I'm 

not pale blue... 



 

...I'm turquoise! Hell, this misidentification of a legendary character, such as I, is 

enough to make.... 

 

..."even the Supreme Being himself bellow with impotent rage." 

And Mister Zinc wondered how his camera had managed to see so much stuff that was 

actually in Frank Corset's refrigerated imagination. 

"Because," Blue reminded him, "you stole it from the Museum of Future Technology - 

where anything is possible."... 

 



Chapter Two 

Well, back in the distant Museum of Future Technology, dawn was fast approaching, 

and the warmth of the morning sun shone gently upon the flanks of that wonderful 

institution... 

 

...in which one of the arboretum's junior gardeners... 

 

...had the distinct sensation that he'd miscalculated the compost mix-ratio for the new 

geranium bed. This was confirmed when... 



 

...he began sinking into it.  

"Help!" He squeaked nervously. "I've created an instantaneous quicksand!" 

Fortunately two of the museum's power workers - former female weightlifters, Catford 

Greene and Nennigross Numbwinkle... 

 

...heard his pathetic plaintive plea, and quickly informed the security suite, from 

whence an over-sized RoboSecGua was despatched to the gardener's aid... 



 

...which, because of its massive weight, had to be dismantled, and carried to the 

arboretum in a fleet of captured Hyper-Space Pirate saucers... 

 

Shortly after having put through the call, it was time for Catford and Nennigross to be 

relieved... 

 

"Hey," Nennigross said cheerfully as Catford took her final readings for the day, "what 

do you think about this idea I have?" 



"What idea is that?" Nennigross's chum inquired without averting her studious gaze 

from the read-outs. 

"We could pick up our boyfriends, and then we could all spend the afternoon at Anton 

Twerp's latest art exhibition." 

Catford considered this for a moment. The image of the museum's most reviled artist 

sprang into her mind... 

 

"He's a bit scary." She replied in a concerned tone. "He does some really seriously 

weird stuff. We might get our minds blown." 

Naturally Nennigross scoffed. "But we'll have our big tough hairdressing boyfriends to 

protect us." She reminded the fellow power worker with muscular shoulders and 

thunderous thighs." 

"Well, okay." Catford half agreed. "We'll ask them if they want to go." 

At that particular moment the former weightlifter's boyfriends, brothers Lucian and 

Julian Morecrisp, were out and about in the residential area of the museum with their 

pet plugmutt, Fang... 

 



"Oh, Jules," the bright-eyed Lucian cried out in joy, "I do so love taking Fang for 

walkies in this particular part of the residential area: the architecture here is utterly 

divine!" 

"It's not bad, is it?" Julian agreed. "And when Fang does his plops, we can simply use 

our sandals to shove them into the nearest drain, and walk away as though nothing 

untoward has happened. Perfect." 

They were just passing a hoarding that advertised the Anton Twerp exhibit... 

 

...when they were accosted by Catford and Nennigross unexpectedly. 

"Boys," Nennigross squealed with ill-disguised delight, "we're going to see the Anton 

Twerp exhibition: you wanna come too?" 

Neither Julian nor Lucian was overly keen. They thought long and hard upon the 

subject. Like Catford before them, strange images formed in their imaginations... 

 

...of out-of-towners who had been gaily exploring the Fort Balderdash exhibit, who, 

without notice (or permission), had been whisked away to the art exhibit, where the 

museum's Avatar... 



 

...had greeted them, and then showed them a lousy picture of a frosty tree... 

 

Whilst others stood about in amazement... 

 



...as others regarded paintings of one-eyed earplug travesties... 

 

"Yeah, okay." Lucian replied. “I ironed my collection of underpants this morning.” 

Moments later, the four earplugs and their plugmutt, were on their way... 

 

Since they were already beside the Anton Twerp gallery, it didn't take long before the 

quintet stood at the main entrance... 

 

..from which an image of the eponymous artist glared down at them. 



After entering the gallery they casually strolled through an exhibit of paintings and 

sculptures. They were quite taken with 'The Enigmatic Alien'... 

 

But other displays, such as 'Ground Zero'... 

 

...where, it seemed to them all that it somehow managed to convey the image of an 

earplug inviting a nuclear strike, left them chilled to the marrow. And others, such as 

'Negative Lovers'... 



 

...made their eyes boggle. In fact it hurt them so much that they attempted to flee 

though a locked emergency exit... 

 

...which would have been fortuitous (had they been successful) because Fang chose that 

moment to use his God-given plugmutt right to evacuate his bowel without prior 

warning. 

"Move. Move." Nennigross hissed to the others. "Fang's got the squits, and I didn't 

bring any poop bags with me." 

But the situation didn't improve measurably. Soon they found themselves being 

pursued by a two-dimensional representation of a wild creature from the planet 

Scroton... 



 

And it was with great relief that the disoriented group of young earplugs finally 

managed to escape through the official exit... 

 

"Well," said Catford as she peered at the outside world through eyes that had never 

been so boggled before in her life, "at least we managed to avoid the over-priced 

souvenir shop!" 

"Yeah." Nennigross agreed. "And I just hope that someone, somewhere, is having a 

nicer afternoon than we are." 

Chapter Three 

Nennigross, had she been aware of circumstances in an area far across the Museum of 

Future Technology from where the four young earplugs and their pet plugmutt stood 



might not have uttered those stupid words. This was because, several weeks earlier, the 

museum had received a visitation from outer space... 

 

A group of trans-galactic prospectors... 

 

...who specialised in core sampling the crusts of any number of strange alien worlds... 

 

...had experienced an anti-matter containment failure in their vessel's star-drive... 



 

By chance the trajectory of the dying space ship carried it towards a nearby gravity well 

- that being the tug of planet Earth. With its crew unconscious, the vessel plunged into 

the planet's atmosphere... 

 

But because the timing of the arrival of the ship coincided with the Battle of the 

Museum of Future Technology, no one noticed one more piece of damage incurred 

during the fight to regain control of the edifice from huge red robots from the future. So 

when, at the precise moment that victory was officially complete, a celebratory buggy 

race was held, and one of the spectators, who was known by the name of Gobby... 



 

...discovered a radioactive crater... 

 

...that killed all the competitors with a deadly gas, it was fortunate that Gobby was 

blessed with the talent for temporal manipulation, and duly sent them all several 

minutes into the past; fenced off the crater so that no one would discover it and die 

horribly; then promptly forgot all about it in the excitement of the race... 



 

But time had passed, and slowly the radioactivity had leached away into the foundations 

of the museum. This was the time for the survivors of the crash to emerge into the light 

once more...   

 

So they did... 

 



"This is nice." The sole Cable End in the group said as he looked around himself as the 

prospectors clambered out of the crater. "Although it's nothing like the planet from 

which you abducted me many years ago, I do like it." 

"Sod that." The group's leader, Brock Putrid grumbled as his eyes took in yet another 

alien scene. "We don't have time for your pathetic sensibilities: we're space 

prospectors: we need to find a way back to the stars." 

If the trans-galactic crew of the crashed saucer thought that they had plenty of time to 

depart the crater, they were sadly mistaken because their departure had disturbed the 

fine balance of ignition and combustible materials within the ruined vessel. With almost 

no warning powerful jets of energy began erupting from the wreck... 

 

And they all had to run like flipping heck... 

 



But within seconds of taking to their heels, the crew became aware of a brilliant light 

that glared...er...brilliantly, and bathed them in its potentially deadly...ah...light... 

 

They had just enough time to fall flat on their faces before... 

 

…Kaboom! 

 The crater from which the indefatigable prospectors emerged had formed in the most 

deserted region of the museum: so it was a bloody long way to anywhere, and as a 

consequence of this, no one actually witnessed the sudden burst of radiation and light 



released by the explosion. Not that the former crew cared; they were just glad to be 

alive... 

 

"Cor", the turquoise-eyed Wilhelm von Schnottgobbling exclaimed, "That was exciting. 

Right: so where do we go from here?" 

Of course none of the group had the first idea where they actually were; so any 

direction was acceptable to them. 

"This radiation is playing havoc with the local weather system."  The yellow-eyed 

science officer, Buddy Napalm informed the others. "I wouldn't be surprised if this 

whole region is plunged into an ice-age in the next five minutes. So might I suggest that 

we race away in any direction without delay? 

The space prospectors had encountered many differing climates in their travels, but 

they all agreed that ice-ages were the most disconcerting. So without resorting to logic, 

they initiated a mad dash that they prayed would take them to safety... 

 



Unfortunately they had spent too long in conversation, and before they had covered 

more than ten metres, the ground beneath their space-sandaled feet froze solid. 

 

"Blast and bum wipe." The sole native of Scroton exclaimed, "I lost my thermal insoles 

in the crash. Now I'll probably succumb to frost bite. On a personal level, this is an 

utter disaster!" 

Unbeknownst to the eight alien prospectors, the icy desert soon gave way to the 

immensity of the Woven Expanse - not that they could see it of course - what with all the 

ice and stuff covering it. But then a fortunate happenstance occurred that was to alter 

the course of history: they chanced upon a rare maintenance elevator shaft entrance 

cupola... 

 

"Holy heck," Wilhelm von Schnottgobbling exclaimed loudly, "if I didn't know better 

I'd say that looks like a maintenance elevator shaft entrance cupola!" 



Ever practical, Brock Putrid stated the obvious: "Let's use it to get out of this torturous 

cold." 

Moments later they piled in, but after traveling a mere single storey downwards, they 

were forced to use an icy ramp. Naturally Brock led the way... 

 

And when he failed to fall to his death, the others followed... 

 

They had expected to discover a maintenance conduit that would carry them to some 

faraway place. What they found was... 

 



...a convoluted cave system that contained a subterranean civilisation that comprised a 

bunch of really ugly sods... 

 

Some of them daring to sport severely ghastly haircuts... 

 

So, naturally, the eight of them scampered away with alacrity... 



 

...and found themselves in... 

 

...a vast, long-abandoned roller skate park. 

"Is it just me who feels more than a tad claustrophobic beneath these heavy concrete 

ceilings?" Buddy Napalm inquired... 



 

...as he noticed an exit sign, and so prayed that the way out to which it referred still 

existed.  

"Without the open sky above us, all my people feel claustrophobic." The being that 

originated upon Scroton, but who had been abducted prior to Magnuss Earplug's 

naming of that distant world, so didn't know that it was called Scroton, and (because he 

was still angry about being abducted when he'd accidentally stumbled upon the 

prospectors as they made exploratory drill holes in his planet's crust) who still refused 

to reveal his name, replied. "So the answer must be no." 

This was the news Brock Putrid was waiting for. "Cripes." He yelped. "Let's get outta 

here!" 

Using his experienced nose, with which he could often 'smell' precious metals and other 

stuff under the ground, Brock urged the group down seemingly endless corridors and 

subterranean alleyways... 

 

With such brilliant leadership, the seven followers of Brock Putrid soon found 

themselves upon the residential levels. Aware that they might be seen as strange aliens, 

due in no small part to their silver outfits and, because they'd been cooped up inside a 

wrecked space ship beneath a radioactive crater, the hideous stench given off by their 

bodies, they decided to keep close to any available shadow or cover... 



 

By sheer chance their passing was noted by Nennigross Numbwinkle, who, along with 

Catford Greene and the Morecrisp brothers, was walking Fang towards home... 

 

It was Fang's low, throaty growl that alerted the young earplugs to the possibility that 

not all was well with the eight strangers who slipped through the habitation area in near 

silence. 

"I don't like the look of them." Lucian informed the others. 

"Me too." Nennigross agreed with her boyfriend. "Let's follow them and see what 

they're up to." 

"Good idea." Catford whispered. "They might be inter-galactic spies or something." 



"How exciting." Julian squealed. "We could foil their dastardly plan!" 

As a result of this brief conversation, Nennigross was left with no alternative but to 

done her Private Investigator's hat, and (due to legal requirements) pass a hat to each of 

the others - including Fang... 

 

And, with only a slightly audible gulp, she led them in stealthy pursuit of the mysterious 

prospectors... 

 

They followed them to the (randomly chosen) battle tank proving ground, where they 

startled Big Purp and his smaller purple buddy, Sniddy, so badly that they hid in an 

alcove... 

 

Then they confused their shadows by stopping by a diner... 



 

...and showing more than a passing interest in the Future Alps exhibit... 

 

...which they investigated with great thoroughness... 

 

...because they didn't understand that they were inside a museum, and considered the 

possibility that they might have passed through a temporal portal and travelled into the 

distant past. But when they discovered that the frozen remains of a primitive life form 

that had apparently become locked inside the ice millions of years previous was made of 

plastic and papier-mâché... 



 

...the truth dawned upon them. 

"Oh well," Buddy Napalm said with a sigh, "at least we're not lost in time." 

"No," Wilhelm grumbled, "only in space. So we must seek a means to return to our 

natural medium. We must leave this place - by any means possible!" 

Chapter Four 

Meanwhile the ageing thespian, Sir Dodger Muir, and the former children's TV actor, 

Bert Frogget - best known as Aquaplug - were being interviewed on live television by 

the museum's TV reporter, Rupert Piles... 

 



Sir Dodger was in the middle of a witty anecdote, when he was interrupted by... 

 

...the passing multiple feet of the trans-galactic prospectors as they went about their 

urgent, self-appointed task. 

"I say," he quipped to camera, "have you ever seen such a group of handsome fellows? 

They remind me of when I was in repertory theatre several decades past. Of course I 

was somewhat more lithe and handsome myself, back then..." But he stopped talking 

when he realised that Rupert had swung his camera around... 

 

...and was shooting the departing strangers. By chance some Junior RoboSecGuas were 

watching the program in the security suite... 

 

Naturally they brought the appearance of the prospectors to their superior, 

EvilRoboSecGua... 



 

...who didn't like the look of them, and decided to investigate. 

Meanwhile the prospectors had arrived in the Fort Balderdash exhibit, where Plopper 

O'Hooligan and Benjamin Booger watched them pass by... 

 

They continued to watch from a high vantage point as the silver-suited new-comers 

approached Mister Plop, who happened to be there for no reason at all... 

 



"Wow, you sure smell bad." Brock observed. "Did something crawl inside your 

underpants and die?" 

In response to this Mister Plop regaled them with the tale of how he'd been 

overwhelmed by a tidal wave of effluent some two years past, and how bacteria in the 

filth had re-animated him, and now kept him alive. "Unfortunately it's really pongy." 

He finished. 

"That's too bad." Brock said, rather carelessly - or so thought the watching Plopper 

and Benjamin. He then added: "I don't suppose you know where we can find a 

functioning space craft that's capable of interstellar flight, do you?" 

To which Mister Plop replied: "Yeah, sure, you weird orange guy: let me draw you a 

map." 

And the purple and green earplugs continued to watch and listen when the prospectors 

formed a circle to discuss the map that Mister Plop had so expertly drafted for them - 

like the former gravedigger that he was... 

 

Plopper and Benjamin looked at each other - the same thought passing through both 

silicon brains at the same time: Holy heck - they're gonna steal a flying saucer: what are 

we gonna do about it? 

 

Well what they did was call the T.W.I.T headquarters, Swotten Hetty. Just a few 

minutes later Major Flaccid called several operatives into his office... 



 

Unfortunately he'd been at a sherry sampling seminar, and as a result of this his 

memory failed him. He could remember who his operatives needed to find, but couldn't 

recall what Plopper and Benjamin had told him that the prospectors intended to do. 

"Look everywhere." He said with a slurred voice. "All at the same time - twice. Leave 

no stone unturned, and no...things un...er...thingy." Then he burped very loudly, and 

produced an enormous fart that stopped his agents in their tracks. 

Naturally the operatives didn't have a bloody clue what their leader required of them, 

except that they find, and presumably arrest, eight aliens in silver suits. So without 

enquiring further, they turned about and began their search. 

By chance the prospectors had called into a public urinal for a pee... 

 

...and watched as the agents of T.W.I.T passed by the window. 

"Oops," Brock said quietly to himself. "Looks like we'll have to step carefully. It's time 

to go into extreme stealth mode." 

This reaction was to save their endeavour, because RoboSecGuas were also on their 

trail... 



 

And Brock's extreme stealth mode paid dividends when EvilRoboSecGua led a squad 

into the grand hall... 

 

But Brock was ready for them, and had already hidden around the corner... 

 

"Right then," he said, following the RoboSecGuas departure... 



 

..."Let's have a look at that map Mister Plop drew for us. I feel it in my bowels; we're 

getting close." 

But little did any of them know, but Nennigross and her friends were following museum 

protocols strictly... 

 

...and were in hot pursuit. 

It was Galve Mullion and Torsten Gobbfist who took the lead as the prospectors made 

their way through a labyrinth of corridors through which the map guided them towards 

their goal... 

 



And they continued to lead... 

 

...even when the museum security decided to go the emerald alert. 

"Holy carp," Galve exclaimed, "that nearly made me have an accident in my boxer 

shorts!" 

Torsten would have been equally startled, but the thought of Galve experiencing a 

lavatorial accident in his company took his mind off the subject of the emerald alert like 

an unexpected kick in the groin or being hurled from the deck of an aircraft carrier. 

Of course there were other earplugs abroad in the silvery corridors of the Museum of 

Future Technology... 

 

...but they were used to such situations. In fact, in their experience, an emerald alert 

amounted to little more than a dropped ice cream cone in the cafeteria or a male 



earplug missing the urinal whilst taking a drunken tiddle. So they took no notice, and 

failed utterly to spot the prospectors making their way to freedom... 

 

Then, suddenly the prospectors had arrived at their destination... 

 

...and they were totally wowed by the video playback in the foyer. 

"Where's the front door?" Torlet Trubbles demanded as he consulted an accompanying 

guide-book eagerly. "Ah, here it is. Let's go!" 



Seconds later they stood outside the entrance to the flying saucer exhibit... 

 

...where Buddy Napalm began to doubt the wisdom of their intended act: "What if we 

get caught? Perhaps if we asked first..." He warned. 

But Tufty Jetski told him to shove his concerns up his nose, and then duly marched 

into... 

 

...a secret flying saucer hangar, where he, and the others, were mightily impressed. But 

whilst most of the group attempted to search the flying saucer hull to find the location 

of flying saucer's main thrusters, Tufty and Galve noticed an adjoining room... 



 

...into which they entered without hesitation... 

 

...and found manna from heaven. 

For a moment both alien earplugs stood stock-still in amazement. Then they all but 

threw themselves into the exhibit... 



 

"In the name of the Supreme Being's cod piece." Tufty blurted like an excited chimney 

sweep, "They have both Mark Fours and Mark Fives. This is wondrous news."  

"Let's take the news to Brock and the others." Galve replied gleefully. "With either 

thruster any flying saucer will easily attain escape velocity and gain orbit in a few 

seconds flat. Then it'll just be a simple matter of putting a vast distance between our 

ship and whatever this planet is, and then we can engage the star drive!" 

"Fantastic exposition, Galve. That was like a verbal UFO flying lesson." Tufty said with 

clear and genuine admiration. "Let's do it." 

It was just about the same time that Tufty was congratulating Galve, that Nennigross 

and the others arrived at the flying saucer video playback screen... 

 



Like the prospectors before them, the young earplugs were hugely impressed by the 

footage of squadrons of flying saucers whooshing across the screen. Of course all of 

them were too young to recall that the scene had been edited from security tapes, shot at 

the time when the museum came under attack from End Caps from Hyperspace... 

 

And only Fang had taken the time to watch Rupert Piles' award-winning documentary 

that showed how the infinitely brave Earplug Brothers - Rudi, Valentine, Chester, 

Miles, and Magnuss - had saved the day... 

 

...with some help from a bunch of Spanish beach bums, who called themselves Los 

Tapones de España... 



 

...and a bloody great big interceptor rocket... 

 

But they weren't impressed enough to forget their immediate task - to thwart dastardly 

alien plans. So they cast aside their uncomfortable private detective hats... 



 

...and continued upon their way. 

Meanwhile, the prospectors had discovered a second hangar that contained saucers 

with which they were familiar... 

 

The situation improved further when Tufty and Galve brought news of the missing 

thrusters... 

 



"Wunderbar." Wilhelm bellowed. "Let's go get those suckers. Then we're outta here!" 

Chapter Five 

By chance Nennigross and the others had entered the secret hangar, and equally by 

chance her youthful ears caught Wilhelm's exclamation of joy, as his powerful voice 

echoed through from the second hangar... 

 

"Quick," she whispered, "they're about to do something significant: let's hide 

somewhere and await developments." 

Moments later she led the others into the second hangar, and whilst the prospectors 

were busy re-fitting the thrusters to their chosen flying saucer, Nennigross had everyone 

stow away in the meagre hold... 

 

The others were happy to follow Nennigross's lead, but Fang had his doubts. Doubts 

grew into concern when Catford shoved him into a futuristic triangular packing crate 

and told him to stay put, keep quiet, and not produce any excrement. 



 

And he was positively horrified when the members of his earplug pack began following 

suit. Nennigross was the first to try a futuristic packing case for size. 

"It's a bit cramped." She confessed. "But it's ever so futuristic. Right, everybody: inside 

now." 

Far away, in another realm, the Supreme Being was watching events unfold in the 

Museum of Future Technology. And all he could think of to say was... 

 

"Duh? What the heck are these dumb-ass earplugs doing? I hope they aren't gonna 

screw up my experiment." 

For, little did the prospectors know, but their escapade had been authored by none 

other than the Supreme Being himself. He'd had a bet with some other higher life forms 



about natural selection. He advocated that it had no place in the behaviour of sentient 

beings. So, to prove his point, he'd sabotaged the prospector's ship... 

 

...so they would need to live by their wits. Their success would prove that unnatural 

selection - earplugs created by himself - would always be superior to naturally 

occurring earplugs - such as the dim-wits that inhabited the museum. Now, it appeared, 

those dim-wits were in danger of spoiling his game. 

Whilst this explanation of the situation was being typed, the prospectors had fired up 

the thrusters on their chosen flying saucer... 

 

"Looking good." The pilot, Torlet Trubbles, informed his assistant engineer, Galve 

Mullion. Then he asked: "Have you calculated the precise amount of fuel we'll require 

to achieve the correct trajectory?" 

"I have." Galve replied with confidence. "I've added up our combined weight; added a 

few grams for luck; and concluded that we have just enough aboard to get us to the 

point in space where we can engage the star drive." 



"Did you check the hold?" Brock enquired from his seat in the next compartment - or 

'room' as they are known aboard flying saucers. 

"I did." Galve assured his leader. "There were a few light-weight futuristic packing 

cases in there. I allowed for them in my calculations." 

"Jolly good." Brock replied. "Torlet, you may launch when ready." 

A split second later... 

 

...the saucer launched so quickly that its speed made it appear that two suns blazed 

in the azure sky at the same time. 

"Wheee!" They all cried out as the ship climbed quickly. 

 

"Outer space coming up." Torlet announced as he peered out of the driver's porthole. 

"Golly, these Mark Five thrusters sure do kick ass." 



Then the former End Cap invasion vessel... 

 

...burst out of the atmosphere - into the vacuum of space. 

"Hoorah!" Everyone cheered. 

Torlet kept his hand firmly upon the throttle as the former museum exhibit roared and 

bellowed across the void... 

 



But then something that should have been impossible, happened. The motor coughed 

twice, and then died, leaving the saucer to float onwards with only momentum to carry 

it along... 

 

Galve Mullion's face dropped... 

 



...as his gaze took in the fuel gauge that read 'empty'. 

"But, but," he stammered, "there should be plenty of fuel left." 

 

And as the ship began to pitch and roll, he added: "Sod it!" 

In the higher realm the Supreme Being was apoplectic with confused rage... 

 

He even steamed-up his spectacles.  



"How?" He screamed. "How could my unnaturally selected earplugs get it so wrong? 

Who is responsible for this disaster?" 

If the Supreme Being hadn't steamed-up his spectacles he would have seen those 

persons responsible clamber from their hiding places and make for the hold exit hatch... 

 

"Fang's sensitive balance mechanism and powerful nose reckons that the ship has lost 

power." Lucian said as the emergency lighting glowed warmly. "I'm no expert, but I 

think our added weight may have caused a miscalculation in fuel consumption. I don't 

want to alarm anyone, but we could be lost in space - forever!" 

"All the more reason to get on the radio." Catford replied. "Maybe the Museum can 

send up a rescue party." 

Meanwhile, far away upon the planet Mars... 

 



...upon which vast sand storms could blow for months... 

 

...the Martians (assigned to assist the curator of the Future Museum of Mars, Frisby 

Mumph, in his task of transforming that dead planet into a living, breathing world) all 

stood and looked into a huge hole that they had recently bored into the planetary 

crust... 

 



...and they didn't look best-pleased. And the reason that they were not particularly 

impressed was because the hole, into which they stared forlornly, was supposed to have 

released oxygen that had been trapped beneath the surface for a million years... 

 

Unfortunately it didn't; so it became necessary for them to descend into it, in order to 

discover what the heck had gone wrong... 

 

"Ooh, it's so deep down here." The blue-haired Gargling Vastium observed. He then 

added: "The thought of it makes my bowels gurgle alarmingly." 



"Ja." The red-haired Barking Loudium replied. "I can almost feel the extra 

atmospheric pressure with my atmospheric pressure gland, which is situated between 

my buttocks, and isn't immediately visible to passers-by even when I'm entirely naked." 

"Can we pay some attention to our task?" The green-haired Shrinking Violetium 

complained. "And maybe stop talking about our butts." 

Chastised, the others set about the task of investigating the bottom of the hole... 

 

A half-hour later Gargling announced his findings: "No oxygen. There has never been 

any oxygen. Frisby Mumph was wrong. When, long ago in our ancestral past one of 

those ancestors accidentally ignited a planetary fart that tore away most of the 

atmosphere, it left insufficient oxygen to accumulate beneath the surface. Too much was 

consumed by the resultant fireball." 

"We'll have to think of another plan to resurrect our world." Shrinking said sadly. 

"Ja, this is so." Barking agreed. But then he stated the obvious. An 'obvious' that no 

one wanted to consider. "Which of us is going to tell Frisby Mumph?" 

"Let's not tell him yet." Gargling suggested. "Let's wait until we have an alternative 

plan to present him." 

Meanwhile, aboard the stranded flying saucer... 

 



...two passengers were unexpectedly whipped away from their place in normal 

space/time. Those two passengers were Nennigross and Lucian. And the perpetrator of 

the heinous act was a very angry Supreme Being...  

 

"You...you little bleeders." He roared like a demented loony as god-like light blazed 

from his angry mouth. "You've really loused up my plans. I'm so angry I could do 

anything." 

Neither Nennigross nor Lucian reacted: they merely stood their ground bravely and 

gave him a good hard stare. 

"Do you know what I'm gonna do?" The Supreme Being asked rhetorically. "I'm 

gonna..." 

But the Supreme Being could say no more. He'd annoyed himself into speechlessness. In 

fact all he could do to express himself further was to blow phosphorescent bubbles out 

of his nose and poke out his tongue in a very petulant manner... 

 

...which left Nennigross and Lucian feeling so insulted that they too were unable to 

respond in any meaningful way. 



Chapter Six 

Meanwhile, light years distant, Frisby Mumph was investigating an interesting rock 

formation upon Mars. He didn't hear his robotic assistant, Tangerine, approach from 

behind... 

 

Clearing its cybernetic throat, Tangerine said: "Eh-hem, Mister Mumph, but there's a 

call for you on the futuristic communicator." 

Frisby turned to regard his assistant servo-mechanism. "How many times have I told 

you to call me Frisby?" He spoke gently, as though to a child. "Mister Mumph is so 

formal. This communication to which you refer: is it from Earth?" 

"No...er...Frisby." Tangerine forced out the final word. "It originates from the old 

Martian citadel beneath the surface. It's the Muffins who need to speak with you. They 

say it's urgent." 

"The Muffins?" Frisby blurted as his jaw dropped. "But the Martians, who have spent 

the last few hundreds of thousands of years in suspended animation, before we Earth 

earplugs roused them when we came to Mars and began poking around, and who refer 

to themselves as Muffins, never call me: they hate using the telephone!" 

"Well they have this time." Tangerine snapped. "And they said that it's of Mars-

shattering importance. Vamos. We go. Ahora!" 

Moments later Frisby was racing towards his terraforming machine, with which (in his 

many years of hardship and struggle upon Mars) he had already transformed a small 

portion of the Martian landscape into something vaguely resembling a habitable 

planet... 

 



"Oh God." He exclaimed loudly, "Which of the many pockets on my ageing pressure 

suit contains the ignition key?" 

He was still searching his body as he leapt into the sole driver's seat... 

 

"I really hate being rushed." He complained as Tangerine came alongside. "It gets me 

all hot and bothered. And when I get hot and bothered, all I can think about is the 

toilet!" 

But within seconds the turbines wailed into life, and Frisby hit the gas pedal with all his 

might... 

 



Then, after thrashing across the plain for twenty minutes at break-neck speed, the 

Future Museum of Mars hove into view... 

 

...Tangerine pulled ahead so that it could open the door and warm up the Coms Room 

in preparation for Frisby's arrival... 

 

...just in time for Frisby to race into the Terraformer Bay Access Tube... 

 



...from whence he ran, like an Olympic Earplugger, into the Coms Room... 

 

...and activated the futuristic communication panel... 

 

Naturally Tangerine watched and listened over his shoulder... 



 

And what they both heard astonished them. 

The path that led from the Future Museum of Mars to the ancient subterranean citadel 

of the surviving Martians had been trodden smooth by the passage of many feet - or 

rather, by the many passages of a few feet - primarily those belonging to Frisby 

Mumph; his troubled End Cap assistant, Badgerlilly; and of course the Muffins. It was 

two of the latter that greeted Frisby as he made his hurried way along it...   

 

"Hiya, Frizz-baby." The strange, flange-faced alien named Puffling Dungheepium 

greeted Frisby. "How ya doing, man?" 

His monopodial compatriot, Piffling Artifartium, merely gave Frisby one of his 

characteristic leans to one side. 



"Your message. Your message." Frisby managed between gasps of feeble Martian air. 

"I can't believe you're serious. You must show me. You must show me now!" 

"Stay cool." Puffling urged Frisby gently. "Walk this way." 

A short while later Frisby joined the Martians as they approached the entrance to the 

citadel... 

 

"I see you've done the old place up." Frisby said appreciatively. "I like the subtle alcove 

lights." 

Then it was down to the ancient alien laboratory and Research and Development 

workshop, where Frisby was re-introduced to the... 

 

...Martian Reality Shifter. 

"I think your message must have got garbled." Frisby said as he stared at the device 

with which Magnuss Earplug and Hair-Trigger Provost had managed to by-pass the 

Future Robot's defences to gain entry to the Museum of Future Technology during the 

battle of the same name. "Tell me your plan again." 



"Well," Puffling began, following a deep breath, "you recall how it operated last year?" 

Frisby cast his mind back approximately twelve Earth months... 

 

...to the time that the Muffins had demonstrated the Martian Reality Shifter to the 

Earplug Brothers, and how astonished they'd been when, suddenly, they found 

themselves transported to... 

 

...a luxuriant alternative Mars. 

"Yeah, yeah, I get that much." Frisby said almost dismissively. "But how 

does travelling to a luxuriant alternative Mars reanimate this dead version?" 

"Easy." Piffling spoke for the first time. "We reverse the process. We don't move us: we 

move Mars!" 

Naturally Frisby's mouth fell open and stayed that way. 



M,m,m,move Mars?" He finally managed. Then pulling himself together he added: 

"What kind of natural selection created wackos like you lot? If you seriously think I'm 

going to allow such a ridiculous sideshow act to be perpetrated against those wonderful 

people in the Museum of Future Technology who are funding the terraforming of Mars, 

you've got another thing coming. You'll have to convince me first. So show me. Go on - 

show me." 

The Muffins hadn't expected such a response from the Earth earplug who had spent at 

least half of his career trying to bring life to their world. They thought he'd have leapt 

at the idea. But then, they realised, with Mars reborn, what use would Frisby be to it? 

There would be nothing for him to do, and he was too young to retire to Mars to spend 

his dying days upon the planet that he'd strived so hard for.  

"But this is a one-shot experiment." Gargling explained. "It will either work, or it 

won't. If we're successful, there can be no going back. Who will record the event?" 

"I've got my smart phone." Frisby all but sneered. "I'll record it on that." 

None of the Muffins really felt ready to proceed; but, it appeared, Frisby was forcing 

their hands, so-to-speak. Barking called upon the robot engineers in the power 

production plant to "Ramp it up." 

Seconds later... 

 

"Ooh-er." The Chief Engineer Robot said with a cybernetic quaver in its voice. "That 

sure is a lot of power. I would not want to be on the receiving end of that!" 

Within seconds the Martian Reality Shifter activated... 



 

"Explain, to this poor old planet-builder," Frisby shouted above the building whine that 

began to fill the laboratory, "how a device that's been designed to transport earplugs 

into alternative dimensions can transport a planet instead?" 

"Well," Garfling replied, "you know how the device creates a transference field around 

itself when it shifts into an alternative reality." 

Frisby didn't, but he did recall a sort of fuzziness in the air when he was shifted into 

another world. "Yeah?" He said, uncertainly. 

"Well," Garfling continued, "we discovered that if we bolted the device to the ground, it 

would drag nearby features back with it, when it returned. Only superficial features, 

you understand. Nothing solid and substantial: just light-weight stuff like warm air, 

bright sun shine, and some seeds that were floating in the air." He then spoke into 

something that was analogous to a microphone: "More power. More power now!" 

A floor below, the robotic engineers turned up the wick on the generator... 

 



"Ooh, I don't think she can take much more of this." The Chief Engineer wailed as his 

subordinates stood and quivered. 

In the lab, the increase in power caused the light to alter subtly, which pleased Frisby, 

because he was sick and tired of the relentless redness of Mars... 

 

"Ah, that's better." He bellowed as the deafening whine began to reach a crescendo. "Is 

this the light of another star?" 

"Not quite." Piffling Artifartium replied. "It is the light of the same star that glows 

feebly on Mars, but in a different dimension of the Multiverse, where it's brighter and 

rather pleasant too." 

Surprisingly Frisby understood this reply. "So what happens next? How do we keep 

this warmer light, and drag it to this Mars?" 

"By reversing the polarity, very suddenly indeed." Puffling answered from across the 

room. "Very suddenly indeed." 

This was obviously a cue for the engineers to do something incomprehensible with the 

power generator... 

 



"Well there goes nothing." The Chief Engineer said whilst quietly optimistic that doom 

might not descend upon them in the next nanosecond.  

In the lab, the Shifter shifted... 

 

"So far so good." Frisby said as silence descended like a moist duvet. "Where have 

Garfling and the others gone?" 

"I would have thought that was obvious." Puffling replied. "They've gone with the 

device. They've taken a hammer drill; some expanding bolts; and an adjustable wrench 

to screw the shifter to the ground." 

"How long will they be gone?" Frisby inquired. 

"How long is a large bowel?" Piffling answered cryptically. "It will take as long as it 

takes." 

Five minutes later the device returned, and with it the dimension-hopping Muffins... 

 



"Now go, Frisby Mumph." Piffling instructed the sole curator of the Future Museum of 

Mars. "Take your smart phone and await the changes - if there are any, of course." 

A further five minutes later... 

 

Frisby and Tangerine were racing across the plain - their destination; the safety of the 

rocky mountains. 

Meanwhile, in a place that is as far away from Mars as it is possible to get... 

 



...the Supreme Being had eaten an entire garlic clove, and he was proving it to 

Nennigross and Lucian, in the meanest way possible… 

 

Both earplugs were furious at the Supreme Being's lack of respect for sentient 

creatures... 

 

"You're a big butt-wipe." Nennigross snapped - which amused Lucian. 

This was, possibly, one of the worse responses that the inexperienced young female 

could have made, because she had no idea that God-like creatures were incapable of 

defecating, and greatly envied those who could, and would spend many hours 

unravelling toilet rolls and dropping them into the toilet in a pathetic attempt to 

simulate the art of wiping their (non-existent) bum. 

"Butt-wipe?" He bellowed so loudly that a super-massive black hole formed 

spontaneously in a neighbouring galaxy. "You dare to mock my inability to take a 

dump? For that you shall pay dearly!" 



A heart-beat later... 

 

...the entire alternate realm went crazy and the Supreme Being launched a full spread of 

proton torpedoes from out of his mouth. But instead of totally annihilating the tiny 

silicon life-forms at the sub-atomic level, Nennigross and her boyfriend merely glowed 

eerily. 

"Duh?" The Supreme Being grunted in a consternation that overwhelmed his ability to 

form coherent thoughts and words. 

Lucian didn't waste a second. Whilst the Supreme Being's attention was distracted by 

the impossible, he whipped a pair of his favourite hair stylist's scissors from his back 

pocket, and stabbed his would-be nemesis right up the nostrils. The result was exactly 

what he'd hoped for, but least expected... 

 

And whilst the Supreme Being cried, "Oooow!" Nennigross and Lucian dropped to the 

ground, and quickly began the very long walk home... 



 

They ran for miles across the endless white stripy plain, expecting that at any second 

they would be swept from the ground and dashed to a million component molecules 

against the insensitive wall of eternity. 

"Why didn't those proton torpedoes destroy us?" Lucian gasped as he struggled to keep 

up with his fleet-of-foot girlfriend. 

"It was nothing that I did." She replied breathlessly. "So I guess it must have been 

either my new bra, or divine intervention." 

As though on cue, Golden Magnuss appeared before them... 

 

"Hello." He said. "I'm Magnuss Earplug. It seems that I've been whipped out of my 

own space/time-frame, by unknown powers, to assist you. It happened before quite 

recently, which kind of surprised me. This time I was almost ready for it. Because I'm a 

saint, I do have a few talents that are uncommon to earplugs. One of those talents is the 

ability to neutralise proton torpedoes - not that I knew that before, of course. I 

discovered I had it for the first time when the Supreme Being tried to blow you to 

pieces. Good, isn't it?" 



"Hello, Magnuss." Nennigross replied. "Yes it is. I'm a big fan of yours, by the way. I'd 

kiss you, but I don't think we have time for that." 

Of course Nennigross was entirely correct. Even as she spoke, the Supreme Being was 

blowing gigantic pain-reducing bubbles of snot down his nose... 

 

"Oh the ignominy of it all." He groaned to himself, as he tried to clean his eye glasses 

with snotty fingers. So he didn't notice that Magnuss led his captives... 

 

...along a metaphysical (and entirely illusionary) ledge - to another portion of the distant 

realm. 

Chapter Seven 
 

It was just a short while before Magnuss discovered an exit from the metaphysical 

ledge... 



 

But it looked more than a little daunting.  

"Why does the wormhole have to glow so much?" Lucian enquired. He then added: "It 

gives me the collywobbles." 

Magnuss shrugged his shoulders. "Who am I?" He replied. "The fountain of all 

knowledge? All I know is that if we don't get down off of here soon, we'll all starve to 

death and end up eating each other." 

Magnuss wasn't being flippant: his words had been calculated to get the young 

earplug's arses into gear... 

 

"Well, when you put it that way," Nennigross responded, "I guess we have little choice. 

Right, here goes." 



Magnuss hadn't known what to expect as the threesome dived, blindly, into the misty 

light: but he was pretty certain that it wouldn't have been... 

 

...a verdant forest. But he quickly recovered his inner decorum; and by using the 

knowledge and experience that he'd acquired from three years-worth of adventures in 

the Museum of Future Technology, Magnuss extrapolated the next move required to 

complete their journey to the correct point in space/time that was pertinent to them. 

"Oh, look," he said, as he rushed the youngsters along, "a beautiful garden." 

 

"Very nice." Lucian said with a smile. "And the flowers stink nicely too. I say, what's 

that over there?" 

Of course, what Lucian had spotted amongst the giant Primroses was... 



 

...a religious icon. And he was stunned by its size and perfection. 

"No time for poncing about with holy mushrooms, however huge and nicely-formed." 

Magnuss complained. "What we really need is... 

 

...a vast undulating plain. Vast undulating plains always lead to somewhere much more 

interesting. I've always found that wherever you end up, it's always much more 

interesting that a vast undulating plain." 

Neither young earplug was entirely certain that Magnuss's logic was sound; but after a 

while they began to see it for themselves... 

 



So when Magnuss announced that they now stood upon the spot where all the laces that 

made up the galactic web of reality met... 

 

...they didn't doubt it, and both wondered (with a trace of trepidation) what would 

happen next. 

Meanwhile, back on Mars... 

 

...Frisby Mumph stood upon a rocky ledge, slightly apart from Tangerine... 

 

...and waited in only half-anticipation. The other half-feeling was one of dread. The 

dread of failure. The knowledge that it didn't matter how long he should live, he would 

never see Mars returned to its pre-explosive fart original condition. Then, just as his 

patience was getting seriously tested, the same summery glow that he'd seen in the 

laboratory, spread across the landscape, and he found himself bathed in the light of an 

alternative Sol... 



 

He felt astonishment banish his fears. They came back slightly when... 

 

"What?" He shouted at an uncaring cosmos. "Where'd that summery glow disappear 

to?" Then, as he shivered in is ancient pressure suit, he added: "This feels more like 

sodding winter!" 

A minute or two later, he was left in no doubt... 

 



"Frisby," a half-buried Tangerine squeaked, "what is this white stuff?" 

"Snow." Frisby replied, only half-believing his own words. "It's bloody snowing. It's 

snowing on Mars. Hoorah: with this much surface water around, Badgerlilly can grow 

anything her stupid brain can think of. Tangerine; I do believe it's worked - just not 

quite in the way I'd hoped for." 

Five minutes later the Muffins poured out of their underground citadel, and made 

straight for Frisby... 

 

They didn't care that it was cold: they were just glad that all that damned red landscape 

had been hidden from view. Mars might still be a chilly place, but at least it looked nice. 

By chance a robot freighter was passing close to the solar system... 

 

Inside, its Captain noted the changing face of Mars... 



 

"Oi-oi." He said to his First Officer. "Looks like the Ice World might have a rival." 

In Engineering other robots were having similar thoughts... 

 

"Hey," one of them said to the other cheerfully, "if we can pick up our ice on Mars, 

we'll cut thousands of light years off the trip. Maybe we should send them a 

representative." 

But down on Mars, Frisby wasn't so sure: a frozen planet wasn't a habitable planet... 

 

Whilst this slightly faulty technological miracle was occurring upon Mars, far, far away 

Magnuss, Nennigross, and Lucian were witnessing a miracle of their own. By stepping 



into the nexus of galactic ley lines, the three earplugs had triggered a super-massive 

rend in the forces that bind space and time... 

 

It seemed, to Magnuss at least, that the vast dislocation of space/time must be pointing 

the way home for the three of them. So, concentrating upon the darkness at the heart of 

the disruption, Magnuss reached out across the immeasurable void. A second later... 

 

...he felt himself drawn into a bottomless well - not unlike the well into which he and 

Hair-Trigger Provost had fallen, and through which they had traversed the space 

between realities...   

 



...only in a different colour. And the visual effect had a very different appearance too... 

 

...as they seemed to be walking across a crimson sky. 

For Magnuss, the following visual phenomena seemed to follow an arc across his time in 

the Museum of Future Technology. For example he saw a strange negative image of 

himself swimming in a phosphorescent river with his brothers, Miles and Chester... 

 

...and felt slightly embarrassed when he recalled how delighted he'd been when the 

river's multifarious bubbles tickled his ass. But even as the thought formed, the image 

was replaced - obscurely, by the cork-god, Ballington Cork, as he assumed command 

and control of the T.W.I.T HQ, Swotten Hetty... 

 

This was quickly followed by an image of the Zombie leadership during the short-term 

zombie apocalypse... 



 

Magnuss struggled to make sense of this experience. Was something, or someone, trying 

to guide him? To send him directions perhaps? But, even as these questions occurred to 

him, the image changed once more... 

 

It was an image of himself - flying for the first time, with a jet pack. And he realised 

that he must allow himself to go into the light. So he did. And Nennigross and Lucian 

clung on to his shirt tails while he did it. And by doing so they saved themselves, because 

Magnuss took them to a place that looked remarkably like a superfluous alcove... 



 

...which Magnuss and Lucian were pleased to learn, from Nennigross, appeared to be of 

the type usually found in poorly designed flying saucers. 

 

"What do you think we should do?" Magnuss asked her. 

Nennigross allowed her eyes to wander around the tiny room. 

"Well," she said finally, "we obviously can't stay here; there's no toilet. So I suppose 

we'd better look outside, and pray that we haven't landed on a ship crewed by starving 

cannibals." 

So, with trepidation evident, the threesome ventured out of the superfluous alcove... 

 

Naturally they followed the convenient signage, which, unsurprisingly, led them into a 

pleasantly lit corridor... 



 

Then, having traversed the aforementioned pleasantly lit corridor... 

 

...Magnuss, Nennigross, and Lucian discovered... 

 

...the desperate occupants of the flying saucer assembled in the engine room, trying 

desperately to metaphorically kick-start the fuel pumps. But before anyone spotted 

them standing there like a bunch of lemons, the reality of the situation struck the three 

galactic travellers... 



 

"The situation couldn't be worse." Nennigross whispered to Magnuss. "With the ship 

out of gas, it'll float onwards through space unimpeded - until the wheel of eternity 

grinds to a halt. Death will hold dominion over all of us." 

But Lucian had more immediate concerns. He'd picked up a urinary infection in the 

Upper Realm, and desperately wanted to piddle.  

Despite his personal fears, Magnuss plucked up the courage to ignore Nennigross, and 

forced himself to be positive. 

"Guys." He said loudly... 

 

..."Quit all that panic-stricken arsing about: fate has a task lined up for you." 

This bold statement caused all activity to cease abruptly... 



 

Of course (being aliens from far away) not one of the prospectors recognised Magnuss: 

but Catford and Julian did. Their confident smiles proved that they had never doubted 

that their friends would return, following their unexpected disappearance. The 

appearance of Magnuss Earplug was a bonus, and both felt certain that an incredible 

adventure was bound to follow his arrival. Questions flowed like raging white water 

rapids, and filled the air with so much mental viscosity that anyone other than Magnuss 

would have sagged with brain-exhaustion beneath its intellectual weight. 

"It's like this," Magnuss began his explanation for his opening statement. "We're stuck 

up in outer space... 

 

...and we're whooshing away into deep space at huge velocity. It seems to me that the 

only course of action open to us is to embrace the situation and turn it to our 

advantage." 

This confused the heck out of his audience, but Magnuss's apparent confidence filled 

them with some of their own... 



 

"Tell us more." Julian and Catford demanded. 

"Well," Magnuss replied... 

 

..."Not many people know this fact, but I once read some of the technical logs from the 

Museum of Future Technology's sole star ship, Spaceship Number Fifteen – before it 

was destroyed in the Battle of the Museum, of course..." 

"And?" Buddy Napalm demanded. 

"And," Magnuss replied, “what I discovered was," Magnuss paused - less for dramatic 

effect; but more to draw breath - before continuing: "that when the ship was returning 

to Earth, the crew discovered a wormhole in space - exactly half-way between Earth 

and the Moon. They considered it so important that they left a warning beacon orbiting 

the event horizon. All we need to do is use our communication equipment to locate it, 

and then blast in its direction by using the manoeuvring thrusters. Then we enter the 

wormhole; travel through it; and end up somewhere else completely - possibly 

somewhere nice and safe - like a planet. We can worry about getting back to the 

museum later." 

It was a brilliant plan, and everyone who heard it said so. Except Wilhelm Von 

Schnottgobbling: "We don't have no fuel for the thrusters either. We can't steer." 



 

Magnuss was horrified at the news. "But, but," he stammered, "without thruster fuel 

my plan won't work! Whatta we gonna do?" 

Fortunately for Magnuss and his terrestrial chums, the prospectors were very 

experienced in the art of improvisation. It was Galve Mullion who first summed up the 

true value of their situation: "This vessel is fitted with Bussard Collectors. With these 

we could collect the microscopic molecules of hydrogen that exist between the stars, and 

then refill our empty tanks. Sadly, at our present speed, that would take approximately 

one million years. Less, if we had any methane up here. But Tufty Jetski could have a 

simple answer to our problem." 

Tufty looked up. "Of course." He yelled. "Why didn't I think of it instantaneously? I do 

have the answer." 

With that he cast aside his Engineer's helmet. Without hesitation the others matched his 

exuberant move... 

 

Whilst others were (either) dismayed, appalled, or merely excited beyond measure, 

when he told them of his answer to their conundrum. 



"What?" Catford screamed so shrilly that her taut lips exposed her upper incisors. 

"We have to do what? 

Five minutes later everyone assembled in the fuel reclamation section. And shortly after 

Tufty had shown the others what he required them to do, Magnuss took his place at 

the... 

 

...Emergency Farting Tube. He felt slightly embarrassed when everyone watched him 

insert the tube, which was quickly followed by an equally embarrassingly powerful 

botty bugle. But he felt immensely pleased with the resulting surge of flammable 

methane mist in the collection tank. He, alone, had produced enough intestinal gas to 

power at least a five second burn of the principal steering thruster. Naturally the others 

followed his lead. Even Fang added his two penny-worth... 

 



...which came despite great discomfort for the loyal plugmutt. But when everyone had 

'done their bit' for the cause, the tank meter read full... 

 

Magnuss's plan had the green light. It was a 'go'! 

It would take time for the prospectors to filter the methane and inject the volatile gas 

into the thruster fuel cells. So Magnuss, Nennigross, and Lucian left Fang with Julian 

and Catford, and then went to stretch their legs... 

 

Lucian asked Magnuss for his opinion concerning the likelihood of success for his plan. 



 

Magnuss paused at an intersection between compartments - or 'rooms' as they are 

known aboard flying saucers. "Well," he said, as he cast his mind back to earlier 

adventures... 

 

..."up until this moment it has been a case of 'so far, so good'. So I guess it's looking 

pretty hopeful. And these prospectors are no amateurs: they know what they're doing." 

This made both Lucian and Nennigross feel much happier. So when it was announced 

that the worm hole had been detected, and that the thrusters were carrying the flying 

saucer towards a rendezvous with it... 



 

...neither of them pooped in their pants with fear. 

Soon the flying saucer became ensnared in the worm hole's gravity field, and before 

anyone could think of anything meaningful to say at such a momentous...er...moment, 

this happened... 

 

And in almost no time at all, the occupants of the former attack vessel found themselves 

looking at an entirely different star scape... 



 

"Ooh, pretty." Fang opined. 

Catford and Nennigross couldn't disagree with their boyfriend's pet - as, indeed, 

couldn't Julian and Lucian either - even if it meant the writing of some diabolical 

grammar. 

But as the terrestrials aboard ship stared with wonder at the new panorama, the 

prospectors were hard at work. Within minutes they had detected a nearby (and 

disturbingly dark) planet. 

 

"That's the one." Brock stated loudly. "We have just enough thruster juice left for a 

landing there." 

So five minutes later... 



 

...retro-thrusters were slowing the saucer's descent towards the planet's dark surface, 

where all that anyone could see was... 

 

...dark skies and black mountains. 

Fang managed to express everyone's feelings about their new 'home': 

"Not so pretty." He squeaked. 

And when they opened the twin airlocks... 



 

...and looked outside... 

 

...they could see nothing beyond the illumination thrown by the landing lights. It was an 

inauspicious moment as they rode the ramp down to the surface... 



 

And, rather than regard themselves as brave adventurers, they were a very nervous 

bunch of earplugs indeed. 

"Oh cripes." Magnuss said. "I have a very bad feeling about this. I don't like it here. 

Not one little bit. Can we take off again, please?" 

The End (for now) 
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